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Introduction and Background
In 2014, Jigsaw Security began collecting information of relevance to the Cyber
Security arena to include threat intelligence, open source data, leaked information and
other items of interest. In 2015 we developed our Threat Intelligence platform and
integrated with several products based on the STIX and TAXII specifications, MISP
(Malware Information Sharing Platform) as well as our integration with many ISAC
based organizations, The Department of Homeland Security as well as commercial
services providers that have allowed us access to research data and information.
As part of our continued efforts to protect our customers, we have determined that many
customers and clients are confusing the terms intelligence, threat intelligence and
“indicators of compromise”. For this reason and to explain how we apply information
we receive and observe, we felt that this document was a requirement to fully
understand not only the services we provide but the terms used in our documentation
and marketing information.
Threat Intelligence
Primarily, threat intelligence is not IOC “Indicators of Compromise” data. When we talk
with our clients, security vendors and attend conferences, we constantly see the term
being misused. There are many companies claiming to provide threat intelligence, rarely
if ever do they truly provide threat intelligence. Our definition of threat intelligence is
the application of threat information, techniques, tactics as well as the identify of threat
actors and the operations in which they operate. Many companies provide “Threat
Intelligence” but that only goes so far as to associate the threat actor with specific
events. In order to provide true threat intelligence services, providers would need to
allow request for information on event data and incidents that have occurred which
would require several additional items to include the following:
Computer Forensics of Compromised Systems
Identification information observed in actual attacks
Positive identification of the path (Internet/Network) back to an actual source and
not just a proxy, TOR gateway, coffee shop or other public network (often used in
attacks)
 Human intelligence whereas the vendor communicates or collects human
intelligence on the hackers and threat actors
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Consolidate information with identification features from the Internet or Dark
Web, Forums or other actual conversations observed from the threat actor
 OSINT information and claims of attack (if verified)
 Social Media Intelligence and Human online footprints (and sometimes known
groups that are threat actors)
 Validation information to confirm identity before, during or after an event


All too often we see vendors stating that they provide threat intelligence but what they
actually provide are indicators of compromise and references that are best guesses. True
threat intelligence requires validation, confirmation and reporting by security analyst. A
few vendors such as Jigsaw Security, iSight Partners (FireEye) and individual research
organizations truly provide threat intelligence services.
The team at Jigsaw Security does provide threat intelligence services in the traditional
sense in that we validate human assets and report on activity to our customers. We
provide archived information, reference material and threat intelligence from reporting
within our network of cooperation, OSINT and other sources of data that have been
archived since 2008 and are available to analyst within and sometime outside our
organization.
How customers can gain access to our threat intelligence
In short customers can simply make a request known as an RFI (Request For
Information). Since many of the Jigsaw Security staff are former military and/or
Government employees and contractors, we have adopted the DNI model for obtaining
intelligence from a third party. Jigsaw Security retains all information recorded which
encompasses a large NoSQL storage platform of historic and current information that is
available to customers and partners upon request.
The main reason for us to adopt this model is that we have analyst that work within
various systems that have different classifications for information we have in our
systems. A good example would be that most ISAC organizations utilize the “Traffic
Light Protocol” to classify and designate the release of information shared between
organizations that are cooperating, the US Government utilizes the NISPOM to classify
information and in many cases UNCLASSIFIED information can be upgraded based on
additional information discovered even in UNCLASSIFIED systems, this is known as
derivative classification. We strive to obtain permission to release information when we
have any doubt as to whether individual pieces of information are classified at the
UNCLASSIFIED level and when additional reporting provided by our staff may result
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in derivative classification. In all cases our Facility Security Officer will review any RFI
responses and obtain guidance should any information we have possibly compromise
information of a classified nature. Another example would be when sharing information
that originated in other countries. Some countries and even different states within the
United States have very specific rules on retention of information and how personal
information is released when identifying information is present. In short most true threat
intelligence will include names, addresses, phone numbers, identifying information as
well as reference data that may result in cases where it may be available in one state or
region and not in others.
A review of what information we can release to our customers is required when we
respond to customer’s RFI’s.
Key Points of Threat Intelligence
There are several types of true threat intelligence which we provide to include the
following:




HUMINT – information gathered by means of interpersonal contact
SOCMINT – information gained by reference to social media services
OSINT – Information gained from open source websites or documents

These are the 3 primary methods of gathering and collecting Threat Intelligence
information. In addition there are several methods employed in the collection of this
intelligence to include tactical methods whereas attack methods are used with tools to
obtain information by infiltration of the threat actor or deception in which information is
collected by redirecting threat actors away from live and real assets (Deception
Methods), Technical methods are when we utilize web based and network methods to
unmask or uncover an attacker based on known information and operational methods are
details surrounding the attack whereas our intelligence analyst will utilize data platform
to predict based on current events, information and previously observed activity the
probable activities of threat actors.

The Industry Wide Problems (from our perspective)
All too frequently we are observing our competition selling “threat intelligence”, but
when we look at the data we find as we have already mentioned that the information
provided is typically data on attacks that have already occurred in the past, Indicators of
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Compromise and best guesses on what will happen next. The problem is that without
defining the methods used to produce the prediction, the customer has no means to
validate the data that is being presented. Sure, the company’s analyst may have the
information to make a valued or accurate assessment, but the customer is typically not
provided with this information1. If the customer is not provided full access to the
information used to make the decision or predication, the predication cannot be
validated and therefore cannot be trusted.
How products detect threats
We have all heard the term “indicator based” and “non-indicator based” threat detection.
Indicator based detection methods stop malware information’s using information that
has been observed in the past2 (Indicator of Compromise) data. Some other vendors refer
to detecting the attack (Indicators of Attack) which is no better than looking for matches
to IOC’s that are historical. The problem with both approaches is that even when
something is detected, or an attack is observed, this is still too late.
We believe that the threat actor changes indicators of attack just as soon as they are
published (and we can confirm this with our data sources). Threat actors are monitoring
the threat data providers to determine when they are discovered. Often months go by
with the threat actor getting away with stealing your proprietary trade secrets. Even if
you detect an attack, the problem is you still don’t know what the attack is. Other
companies love this because it makes them millions of dollars annually in incident
response dollars3.

1

2

3

There are some vendors the provide the information in full, including why they make these predictions. As a general
rule however many of the vendors we have seen provide reporting of historical data with no additional intelligence
value to actually prevent a future attack. We will review why in our IOC discussion later in this document. Pay attention
to how many of these products work and how the threat actors can bypass detection when an IOC is published.
IOC data is typically not useful for stopping future attacks – The main gain in utilizing signature based and IOC
information is for tracking threat actors, not actually stopping them. FireEye talks about indicators of compromise vs.
indicators of attack in this document: https://www.crowdstrike.com/blog/indicators-attack-vs-indicators-compromise/
Even thought they address the difference between the two methods, we still feel they are missing the point when it
comes to prevention.
Later in the document we will discuss why this is the wrong approach. Do not reward the ones charged with protecting
your network when something bad happens. You should be paying the same hourly rate as any other security incident
whether it’s an attack or any other type of intrusion. Many MSP’s are taking advantage of their customers misfortune
and charging 2 to 6 times their normal consulting rates to response to incidents. How’s that for team players. You are
rewarding these companies for failures to prevent attacks, we are not OK with this and we will explain why many
managed security providers want you to become breached, in short it’s because it’s where they make 70% to 80% of
their annual income (statistics from a recent poll of industry – provided in the non-redacted version of this report.
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Many Managed Security Providers have adopted the “Cyber Kill Chain4”. The cyber kill
chain was designed to describe the methods in which an attack occurs. The general
thought is that if you can break any of the actions in these steps that you can prevent an
attack, the problem is there are very few vendors or products on the market that can
actually do this and the ones that do are charging you even when they fail to protect you
as a customer. Again, why reward your vendors when they fail to protect you?
As you can see with our look into many of the ways that security vendors are providing
services, the customer is provided with no real method of protecting themselves, many
of the data points used by most products (IOC’s) are historical and cyber threat actors
are monitoring to see when they need to change their attack methods, we as an industry
can do better than this and that is why we decided to put out this document in the first
place. If you truly want to see return on investment for your security budget, you have to
ensure you are protecting proactively and not using a flawed model in which the threat
actor has the flexibility to adapt as they are discovered. The way forward is to not make
it harder for the threat actor but to flat out deny the threat actor access or resources on
your network. In short if they can’t see you, they can’t harm you 5.
We don’t entirely believe that the Cyber Kill Chain is useless, only that it ensures a
continued battle in which vendors can profit off the misfortune of their customers.

The Shift – Moving away from IOC’s
In development of Jigsaw Security tools, we decided early on that we would not
embrace IOC’s as our primary means of detection (of intrusion and infection). As we
have mentioned, when and IOC is published threat actors simply modify their methods
and continue the attack, this cat and mouse game is great for those trying to profit off of
this back and forth activity but you as the customer lose out in a never ending cycle of
protection that fails to improve on your posture year over year.
A historical look at how we got here as an industry

4
5

The term “Cyber Kill Chain” is trademarked by Lockheed Martin - https://www.lockheedmartin.com/enus/capabilities/cyber/cyber-kill-chain.html
Deception products are a key element in ensuring that you as a customer are fully protected to the highest level
possible. If your vendor references the kill chain we recommend asking them next how they break the various links in
the kill chain and actually protection you.
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To fully understand this problem, we have to go back and look historically at how
systems for detecting activity were first created:
Snort6
One of the first (and free) methods of detecting intrusions or infections on a network in
1998 was Snort. When Snort was first released many in the network and administrative
roles began using it to detect security problems. Snort was and still is highly signature
dependent in that in order to detect something, you have to have an IP, domain or data
stream, pattern of connection activity or similar very static method of detecting
something of interest (basically an IOC). While this is great threat actors and hackers
learned early that to avoid detection they could just change the IP address in which they
were receiving stolen information (intellectual property) or the IP of where they were
attacking their victims. Snort was good at and still is at detecting specific tool usage but
what it is not good at is detecting when the threat actors modify their tools to work
without being detected. In short snort is today and was from the beginning a very cat and
mouse architecture.
Snort was ahead of its time in the sense that it was free, worked and could be
customized. In the early days many community signatures were shared whereas today
the system has been highly commercialized but is still open source software. Vendors are
largely charging for support, maintenance and signature libraries. These signature
libraries again are static and threat actors will search for tools that are not detected to get
around these snort modules and signatures in use in the system.
The fact that snort was widely used and supported in the early days of its creation put us
on this path of signature based detection. Snort rules typically have one of 3 “attributes”
used to detect which are either IOC data (attributes of attack patterns), flow type
monitoring of known attack vectors and vulnerabilities as well as static entries for things
such as headers and domains (both of which can be changed very quickly) 7.
Very quickly other devices started using blacklist such as ban-list, host files and other
methods to stop attackers because it was easy to drop a domain or IP in the security
devices available at the time (Firewalls, Routers, Switches and IDS/IPS systems).

6
7

Snort is copyrighted by Martin Roesch and Cisco Systems and is widely in use still today
This is in part why hackers and threat actors started using DGA (Domain Generating Algorithms) to defeat these
signature based systems. Even today threat actors use this method and are highly effective at avoiding detection by
constantly switching domains and IP’s on a preset schedule known only to the threat actor and his/her
software/malware.
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Today largely many companies are still using firewalls, routers, switches, anti-virus and
Intrusion Detection platforms to detect infiltration activity and threat actors constantly
adapt and find ways to automate their offense while defense is still depending on known
IOC’s (attributes). As an industry we need to stop building products that rely on IOC’s to
actually protect our customers instead of using ACL’s, banlist or similar easily defeated
methods.
I think we should mention that we are in no way putting down Martin for creating snort,
it was a great product, ahead of its time and was very much needed to face threats that
were out there as the Internet gained popularity.
Anti-Virus Software – The Great Scam
If we could only count the number of times that clients have become infected and tell us
that “we have firewalls and anti-virus” and were still getting infected. Of course, you are
because both of these technologies are typically only protecting you against known
threats. This is the same issue with firewalls and other devices that consume IOC’s to
“protect” you the customer.
Since DOS 6 and Windows 3.11 we have been telling our customers about how AntiVirus itself can be used as an attack vector to infiltrate your system and give the threat
actors a back door. In fact, the Windows operating system itself has architectural
problems that directly allow threat actors to exploit the weaknesses in the system to take
over systems, and we continue to see it occurring but companies are still buying
Windows 25+ years later even with these issues never having been resolved or fixed.
In short Windows approaches security completely flat for the most part. By flat we mean
that there really is only 1 level of security in Windows in which security was overlaid
upon the operating system in various ways over the years with varying degrees of
success. Every single time a Windows based system boots up, DLL (Dynamic Link
Libraries) are loaded as part of the architecture and assist the operating system in doing
various functions. Since Windows is closed source, developers do not have direct access
to the operating system and must interface with libraries on the system to do things
within the operating system. While this provides a great deal of protection against
another company stealing Microsoft's ideas and software, it makes the software highly
susceptible to attackers replacing files on the operating system to actually cause harm.
One of the early methods of regaining admin access on Windows machines involved
renaming the administrative utility as a Windows System DLL and rebooting the system
Jigsaw Security Enterprise Inc
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and logging in as a guest with the newly placed (hacking utility) called by the operating
system. Because the Windows admin utility was called by a Windows process, it ran
effectively as the Administrator user and normal everyday non-admin users could then
perform administrative functions on these systems. Just a note that this problem still
exists in many parts of Windows today and is still being abused 35+ years after it was
discovered.
It should be noted that Anti-Virus products must in many cases run as Administrator to
be able to check all areas of the operating systems files. Because of this the AV products
are ripe for exploitation and are often yet another door into the operating system as a
privileged user. Although Microsoft and many of the anti-virus vendors have been made
aware of these issues, there is no simple way to fix all the known and unpublished
methods of abusing the file system to gain additional privileges on Windows based
systems.
Now let’s talk about Anti-Virus for a few minutes because after all that’s the title of this
section. Most (but not all) Anti-Virus systems are always using signatures to detect
malware and viruses. Because of this, AV vendors constantly look for new file signatures
and spend many thousands of hours annually updating these libraries of known viruses,
so their products can detect them. The simplest and easiest way to defeat these anti-virus
products is to write a custom virus to attack a single party, that has never been used
before. Anti-Virus will never detect something that their analyst has never seen before.
This is exactly why AV products, IDS, firewalls and other signature-based detection
methods are absolutely outdated, yet vendors keep selling them for “detection”.
We believe that signature-based detection has its place and vendors need to do more to
detect other attack vectors not covered by AV or signature based products. In and of
itself it is possible to stop 90 plus percent of known malware and viruses using this
method, but you still have to have methods and procedures for detecting things that AV
and signature based detection can’t stop because they have never seen it before.
Every day hackers the world over write one time use malware (and are paid handsomely
for this malware) to attack adversaries and steal Government secrets and intellectual
property of their competitors or for the threat actors financial gain. Your managed
security provide should provide methods for stopping unauthorized software, but they
don’t typically put in the resources and time needed to do this correctly.
In the next section we will talk about some possible solutions and methods in which
Jigsaw provides protection to our customers.
Jigsaw Security Enterprise Inc
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IOC’s do have a purpose
We don’t want CISO’s reading this to think that IOC’s are useless, they’re not. They are
however only able to detect things that somebody else has seen before. Our Threat
Intelligence feeds provided at Jigsaw cover those known threats using the same methods
that are in use by AV vendors. This does stop many of the malware and viruses that are
spreading but we need to detect and stop unknown threats, so we want to cover some
possible solutions.

Jigsaw Threat Mitigation Model8 Recommendations
We believe the best possible protection is done in the following manner and is what we
do for our managed security customers. Although it’s more work, we save our customers
time, money and resources by eliminating over 99.8% of the threats out there. If you as
the CISO could cut your incident response needs by 90% for less than the cost of a
single engineer, then you would surely do it. Were here to tell you that using these
methods you can absolutely do that and pay your security vendors for doing the right
thing instead of profiting off your misfortune.
We won’t tell you that it’s possible to implement our model overnight, but once
implemented you will notice that your security team will shift to a more proactive
response than the reactive stance that so many security vendor customers are caught in
today. Remember security vendors charge handsomely for incident response, but you
can do this short list of things to cut your budget needs easily and effectively using
Jigsaw Security products and services.
Here are the solutions we provide as part of our Jigsaw Managed Security offering:
 Application white listing9
 RPZ DNS protection (known and abnormal activity)
 Flexible Response Pattern Matching (Resetting and/or Diverting connections)
 Kill the elephant – Go ahead and stop the 90% of threats with AV
 Centralized application repositories – Load software from trusted space only

8
9

The Jigsaw Threat Mitigation Model is a copyrighted and protected process of Jigsaw Security Enterprise Incorporated.
Again you may reference the model so long as you include references to this document as previously outlined.
We have to note that it is possible to white list applications in Windows as well as blacklisting applications that are not
trusted using Local Security Policy Editor, however the earlier vulnerabilities concerning the operating system still exist
and are highly exploitable. Again Microsoft continually adds capabilities but as long as the underlying operating system
has vulnerabilities, it will still be exploited based on the closed architecture of the system itself.
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Application White Listing10
Many security providers over the years have recommended that to stop unauthorized
software and to prevent malware form executing, that white listing be enabled within the
enterprise. We believe strongly that this will in fact help customers in preventing these
attacks. In all fairness we were harsh on anti-virus products earlier but there are some
AV products and endpoint products that will allow you to do application white listing.
Only trusted files that hash values match can execute on the corporate systems and all
other files are denied. This helps in preventing the use of pirated software as well as
preventing malware and viruses from being able to execute.
Installing and correctly managing an AWL product ensures that administrators have
control over what runs on corporate assets. There are some built in AWL products such
as AppLocker. On Linux integrity measurement architecture, module signing and secure
boot help to ensure that only trusted and authorized software runs on the workstation.
There are other options to include the NetBSD Veriexec subsystem that can also be
utilized for AWL on BSD flavored Linux systems.
Why companies don’t utilize AWL
In short because it takes resources to manage the list of applications and to resolve any
issues. Regardless of what AWL tool is selected we recommend centralized management
of the approved application list. Many companies including very large companies only
have 100 or so common applications in their repositories. Once this is setup correctly,
only maintenance should be done to add newly trusted and approved applications.
The time needed to find each application in use hinders most companies from taking this
approach. However, companies that utilize these methods no longer have to worry about
pirated software, unauthorized software with embedded malware or unknown executable
execution (which could be malware or viruses from working as the attacker intended).
It is highly recommended that monitoring also be put in place to ensure that this AWL
software is active on all systems. Threat actors will sometimes kill AV and other
protection processes when they execute, so if you never allow unknown applications to
run, they can’t turn off your protection methods.
Some of the reasons for resistance to AWL are as follows:
10 You can read more on application white listing here https://resources.infosecinstitute.com/top-10-commonmisconceptions-application-whitelisting/#gref
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Application white list are difficult to keep up to date
End users must work with Administrators to ensure their application is allowed
(loss of freedom to execute)
Application white list prevents developers from doing their jobs (can be addressed
with containment of development environments)
IT must change how applications are deployed (not if you white list the
deployment software and add the new application to the AWL)
AWS may not work with existing AV products – Easily resolved
Application white-listing can be circumvented using interpreted code – will be
addressed later in this documentation
Application white listing can be defeated using built in OS commands – Possible
but can be prevented
AWL protected systems can be breached during changes being applied to the
system – Sure but they can actually be breached at anytime, reduce the attack
surface
AWL can introduce performance overhead – Most security tools do but if you test
your applications prior to approval the odds of this are greatly lessened

If you look at highly secured environments such as those locked down with STIG
recommendations, you will note that it is much harder to infect these systems. That is
because only trusted applications are allowed. While not perfect this one step will
eliminate most of the remaining 10% of issues not addressed by AV and similar
products.
RPZ and DNS Protection
One of the reasons Jigsaw Security utilizes DNS is that we are certain that most every
system will utilize DNS for resolution, otherwise you can’t easily resolve domain names
and access Internet resources. This is a huge benefit for several reasons, some of which
include the following:
Ability to deny end users access to known threatening sites through RPZ
Ability to detect DNS related issues such as request for non-existing domains or
very rapid query request by infected workstations
 Ability to detect rapidly changing DNS address changes on a suspicious domain
being utilized for malware hosting or payload delivery



For malware to tell the threat actor that it has successfully infected a subject, it must
communicate in some manner to a control (C2) system somewhere typically on the
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Internet (but sometimes using other methods – data in DNS request, URL request with
appended data in the URI, network communications methods, others). Since the
malware must request the domain to communicate, customer should store DNS data
indefinitely or as long as possible This helps in look back capabilities should a domain
be used in an attack and you need to research to see if any of your workstations have
communicated with the threat actor in the past. While this is counter to our goal of
becoming proactive, it is valuable to be able to tell executives that no systems have
communicated with specific IP addresses and/or domains and answer the question of if
any workstations are infected with a piece of malware. While the goal is to become more
proactive, an additional goal of the security team is to be more agile and to be able to
answer basic security questions quickly and efficiently utilizing any data at hand.
Jigsaw Security provides this DNS RPZ service to protect against known threats, but we
also run analytic models to detect things like rapid query resolution by host as an
example to out malware infections quickly limiting damage if something gets through to
harm your workstations. Being proactive and having the proper tools to answer security
questions will save time and money in your organization. Ask yourself if your security
team with their existing tools could tell you if any host in your network have ever talked
with a domain. If the answer is no, then you need the Jigsaw Analytic Platform to store
historical data and to find anomalous traffic without signatures by monitoring DNS and
other log and data files.
Flexible Response Pattern Matching
One of the other features incorporated into the Jigsaw Security product line is our
flexible response capability. All these methods being presented are part of the Jigsaw
Threat Mitigation Model and will help you in protecting your assets. Flexible response
works by running analytic models (possibly the previously mentioned DNS examples) to
find things that are out of the ordinary. When something is detected to be abnormal, the
system can reset the connection (effectively dropping the connection) and perform an
action such as putting the workstation in its own VLAN to isolate that workstation from
the network until it can be forensically analyzed to determine if malware is the cause of
the anomalous traffic.
In addition, we also reset non RFC compliant communications to prevent things like
data being sent out over DNS UDP ports (as one example). This flexible response
capability is yet another method of denying the threat actor access to resources if
something were to gain access to a workstation on your network.
Jigsaw Security Enterprise Inc
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Remember we said we don’t like IOC’s (how could you forget). Well this is where
another use case that utilizes something like an IOC but different to deny access to
specific campaigns.
In many cases links in campaigns may contain something similar to the example below:
http://somedomain.com/somescript/atprep=attacker@yourdomain.com&wst=win10
Phishing emails commonly use compromised servers to collect the email addresses of
those being targeted and attacked using this method. You could as the network
administrator simply block the X-Originating IP of the message or sending domain or
any number of IOC based responses, but why not just utilize Flexible Response to look
at links in all incoming emails and to automatically quarantine anything that contains
“/atprep=” as that will be a static item regardless of where the message came from or
what domains are in use. This is technically an IOC but in our opinion it’s a better IOC
because for the attacker to be effective, they would have to find another script to hijack
for their attack. Any other threat actor utilizing this same method would be denied
access as well.
While we realize this is not new, these are the signatures that make sense and why we
still use signatures, maybe I should have said that I don’t like IP based or domain-based
signatures and that we really want to build signatures that deny larger portions of the
attackers arsenal.
In any event, the goal is to right one signature and knock out entire campaigns of
attacks. Hashes while they are great for detecting known malware, are also problematic
as it’s simple for a threat actor to change or add a comment to their code and re-compile
the software to change the hash value and therefore bypass AV and signature-based hash
products by making the file look different even though it executes the same types of
commands. Would it not be better to block the commands being attempted with AWL
than to allow an unknown application to execute? We think so.
Kill the Elephant
It doesn’t hurt to run AV if it is deployed in the correct and most secure manner. We
were not suggesting getting rid of AV, but rather running it in a different way. Before AV
products load they should validate all the Windows DLL hashes are correct as well as
any libraries loaded to start the AV product. This is done with a software STUB that is
called when AV is loaded. We fully believe that stopping 90% of the malware and virus’s
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potential on your network is exactly what needs to happen, just verify that the files being
called on startup are validated as the real files. This greatly reduces the chance that AV is
being used to carry out an attack by calling malicious libraries.
Also put in place monitoring to ensure that AV is running as it’s supposed to be. If AV is
disabled or not active, move the workstation to a VLAN and segment it from the rest of
the network until the reason for the discrepancy is known.
Centralized application repositories
Look everything old is new again. Years ago, Novell put in place a very good system of
loading all applications from the network, it was known at the time as Zen Works. Why
not call all applications from a centralized location? This hardened and centralized
location allows 2 things that are desired in large corporate environment. First, that the
application is what you say it is and secondly that the application versions throughout
the organization are all standardized on a version. It sure makes it easy to upgrade and
patch applications if you know the version and it’s easier to deploy to a network location
than 20000 workstations which may require waiting on the workstation to reconnect
back to the network to get the update which may take weeks or months in some cases to
occur.
This does provide the problem for remote users, you don’t want them waiting on VPN to
download the applications so remote workers should have the majority of their
applications locally to avoid slow access. Caching and validating applications can
reduce or eliminate this issue for remote users.
As always, each organization is different. In some cases, there may be valid reasons why
one or more of these recommendations is not carried out on a particular customers
environment. However, 12 years of security consulting has proven that these simple
steps will nearly eliminate the number of infections and potential for loss of proprietary
information by our customers. Now that we have addressed some technical security
areas we will address some procedural and standard practices for Jigsaw Security
customers in the next section.
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Jigsaw Threat Mitigation Model Practical Application
Today one of the greatest challenges for organizations is to know how to address
security from a full company standpoint. Security was added as the risk have grown over
time and many types of risk exist in the corporate environment. Security has been
simplified down and 90% of most companies’ budgets are spent on cyber security and
physical security missing the fact that security as a whole needs to cover all aspects of a
company’s operations from the Boardroom down to each individual employee.
In this section we will cover some of the problems we have observed in corporate
security and what we have done to fix these issues. We have incorporated some of the
US Department of Homeland Security’s ideals from the CDM (Continuous Diagnostics
and Mitigation) model as well as our own expansion on NIST and CDM that has proven
to be invaluable in protecting customers. You may wish to implement a similar program
in your organization and that is why we have created this model in that we can assist our
customers in the practical application of security, continuous monitoring and providing
the tools and consulting that allows our customers to reduce their infection rates 99%.
What is the Jigsaw Threat Mitigation Model?
In short, the model is a method of ensuring that security is not stove-piped within an
organization by splitting security teams over various logical and physical operations
boundaries created over the years as new threats and teams were stood up to fight those
challenges.

In researching and assisting our customers, we constantly ran into many areas of concern
which made it necessary to create a step by step system to best protect our clients. Our
clients range from US Government customers to law firms with just 1 or 2 employees
and everything in between. If you want Jigsaw Security to provide managed services,
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you will either provide these 6 phases of protection or outsource these areas to use to
implement for you. In the case of the small office typically we deliver services in a
hosted environment in which Jigsaw Security appliances and software do the bulk of the
monitoring, protection and denial of access to threat actors attacking our clients. While
we automate nearly everything, we also ensure that our systems are effective and that
they are protecting each customer with the highest level of protection possible by
continual auditing (just like the CDM).
In the next few sections I will cover each of the 6 areas and what they mean to Jigsaw
Security engineers. Customers that work with us to implement this method of protection
typically see a 99% reduction of infections once these protections have been
implemented. While no system is 100% effective, we have worked over the last 12 years
to put together the most comprehensive security model we have seen. We believe that if
you already utilize NIST or STIG’s that our model can work alongside the protections
you have already implemented and that some of the recommendations in those
guidelines’ actual are a valuable part of how we keep our clients safe.
Non-IT Items in the Jigsaw Threat Mitigation Model
As you look through the diagram you may have noticed that half of the items are not IT
focused, this is not an oversight it is a reality. In the real world only 40% of security
issues end up being IT based. The reason companies spend some much of their budget
on these items is because they have the wrong tools, software, processes and staff
working on security issues that they may not be familiar, may not understand or that
occurred via non-IT means and IT staff do not effectively know how to resolve the non
IT related issues.
Look we are not putting you down if you spend 90% of your budget on IT security but
we want to change that to reflect real world risk and more easily manage IT using
proven methods that work.
Now that we have introduced the model, we will go through each section of the program
and go into very specific detail on what is required to become proficient in protecting
your corporate assets (not just IT).
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Phase 1 – HR Practices
It is understood that your personnel are your greatest asset. You already know this
because if you suddenly had no people come to work, business would screech to a halt.
If your people are one of your most valuable assets, why then does your HR department
not get a larger portion of your budget allocation? It’s simple, we are looking at it from
the wrong perspective. Let’s dive in!
Evaluating the Person (Your Employees)
We all know that HR is highly engaged when people are hired, retired or move on to
bigger and better things. HR staff are typically just a few people so it’s hard for a few
people to keep up with hundreds or thousands of employees. HR departments perform
background checks, drug testing and verification and validation of resume’s when a new
hire is brought on board, and largely that’s it. After an employee is hired, unless that
employees do something to rise to the level of being terminated, HR takes a hands off
approach in most organizations (outside the military and DoD). Within the Government
and DoD there is a concept known as a re-investigation that occurs throughout an
employee’s career. This is done because employees sometimes get into trouble or have
legal issues, status changes such as divorces or marriages or other major life changing
events that may affect their employment.
If one of your employees is in finance and they have gotten 2 DUI charges since being
hired would your HR department know? Do you look at each of your positions with the
understanding of the grave harm that could be done based on the persons job role and/or
responsibility? Do you know your corporate risk based on the employees on your
payroll? Unless you deal in certain fields the answer is probably no. Most private
companies never check employee’s status after an employee has been hired because it’s
not a requirement. However, understanding your corporate risk based on your employees
is an often-overlooked item in our checklist.
We’re not saying you have to fire your employee if they have 2 DUI charges, but you
may want to take a person interest in understanding why the employee has been having
issue with consumption of alcohol and determine if it’s job related or if the issue is based
on personal action outside the workplace. Good companies will encourage their
employees to stay healthy, safe and encourage good behavior both in the workplace and
beyond into their private lives. Companies that take an interest in helping their
employees navigate these situations eliminate the chance that a competitor may
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approach an employee hard on their luck and solicit confidential or intellectual property
information about your business from the employee. Just because an employee doesn’t
have a security clearance is not a reason to overlook the risk brought to the organization
through the employees’ access and authorization within the business. Remember the
classification derivative notice in the front of this documentation? That is a perfect
example of why employers need to understand the risk presented by employees, even
those with only unclassified access to corporate information. Derivative information is
valuable and may even be classified when combined. To understand the corporate
security risk profile, we must understand the impact each and every employee could
have on the company and understand the areas of risk in which changes may be required
to eliminate or minimize the damage that could be done by an employee.
Suggestions for managing HR Personnel Issues










Create a risk profile for each employee, include things such as their job, what they
have access to, what damage would result if they disclosed unauthorized
information to your competitor or sold that information on the black market or
failed to properly protect your intellectual property
Do you really know your employee? Annual interviews should be conducted (at a
minimum) to get to know your employees work and personal life (if they are
willing to share that information). Try and get to know each and every employee
and let them know that if they need anything that the HR team is there to support
the employee in their job functions and that the company genuinely cares about
the employee’s personal life
Audit the employee – make sure they are not exceeding their level of access with
IT systems, confidential information or other matters. Only provide employees
with the minimum required information to effectively do their jobs. Containment
of liability and risk is a must with both IT and non-IT systems and information
Check work schedules and time clocks/entry systems – Are your employees
working appropriate hours, working late or not working their prescribed allotted
times? Many insider threats occur when employees work late or arrive early to
access or obtain information that would not be so easily accessed when all
employees are at the work locations. Insider threat is a real problem regardless of
the type of business.
Can you tell what records and information are being access with IT based system?
Make sure HR knows if an employee is behaving abnormally or accessing
information in which the employee is not authorized or out of place for the
employee’s job description and functions.
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One method of determining individual risk within a corporation is to assign a risk value
to each employee based on their access, role, potential for loss or harm in the event of an
issue with the employee, liabilities associated with the employee’s job role and outside
work activity. We understand that there are certain State and Federal laws that restrict the
information available and how it can be used when it comes to employees in the
workplace. For this reason, it is obviously important to have a contractual agreement
with employees that allow the corporation to adjust work scope, roles and positions
within the corporation based on risk score without impact to the persons income and or
promotional considerations.
We highly recommend consulting an attorney when dealing with individual risk. In some
states there are no rules at all that govern the employee and employer relationship
whereas in some states you cannot do anything unless you have contractually agreed to
specific terms.
Nearly all breaches go back to the actions and/or inaction of an individual.
Training Considerations
It is always important to look at the effectiveness of training provided to employees. As
more and more breaches occur, awareness for security issues is of paramount
importance. In addition to training considerations, we must look at how effective
training is over the enterprise and come up with ways that allow remediation of issues
with training as opposed to punishment of an employee. When an employee falls for a
phishing email, take the employee aside and conduct training to bring about better
awareness of phishing instead of getting upset with the employee. Many employees
make mistakes and people are not perfect but with adequate and frequent training we can
reduce the number of incidents that require remedial training.
DoD Defense contractors and Federal Employees must be provided with annual training.
While we believe this training should be conducted by all companies employing the
Jigsaw Threat Mitigation Model in addition to the minimums, should implement
additional training.
As part of the Jigsaw Security Threat Mitigation model we recommend the following
training be conducted annually.



IT Security Awareness (Required by Public Law 100-235, 5 CFR 930.301)
Mandatory Training by Role (Required by 5 CFR 2638.705)
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Insider Threat Awareness Training
Purchase Card Training
Telework Enhancement Act of 2010
Sexual Harassment Training
Human Trafficking Awareness
Data Privacy and Data Handling (Both Unclassified and Classified) which include
Cyber Awareness Challenge, Compliance and Ethics, AT Level 1 Awareness
training, Phishing Awareness, Personally Identifiable Information PII Course,
Portable Electronic Devices and Removable Storage Media v2, Safe Home
Computing Course, Thumb Drive Awareness Virtual Training Course, DoD Cyber
Awareness Challenge Exam (current version)
Network+, Security+ or A+ Certification (CompTIA), CCNA or MCSA. Or at a
minimum CISSP or Q/ISP certification
IASO 40 Hour Course – For all network administrators
Information Assurance Awareness
Intelligence Oversight Awareness All Source – For Intelligence Analyst and Data
Managers
Identity Theft Awareness
Combating Trafficking in Persons

In addition, other more specific training for each employees role is recommended.
The most important element of training is to ensure that your employees have the
required training to identify threats. In addition to annual training, monthly training to
cover specific topics should also be conducted. Below is a list of recommended topics to
cover during monthly refresher training.
* Items marked should be priority and should be based on annual training already
provided











Insider Threat Training
Corporate Espionage and Targeting of Intellectual Corporate Property
Supply Chain Attacks
Purchasing Verified Software and Hardware
Phishing Identification*
APT Awareness*
Clean Desk Policy and Protection of Classified and Sensitive Information
Portable Device Policies
Data Management
Safe Internet habits
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Physical Security and Environmental Controls
Reporting of Suspicious Activity
Email Scams and Detection
Social Network Safety and Awareness
Handling and Reporting Malware Incidents
Current Threat Landscape

It should be noted that training records should be documented for each employee and
should contain at a minimum the following attributes in the permanent record.






Course Title
Description of Training Course Topics
Score on Exam or Course Quiz
Training and Testing Time Record
IP Address of system where training was conducted

There may be additional training topics required based on individual contract
requirements if you provide services to the US Government or State and Local entities.
A Note on Logging and Employee Activity
It should be noted that employee activity records need to be maintained for at least 7
years. The reason is that in many cases, employers must be able to go back, and review
data required by Federal (and now some states such as New York) retention rules. Using
a log capture and storage are critical for being able to answer questions during an audit.
See an example of log activity below.
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In this example a review of login failures is being done in the Jigsaw Analytic Platform 11

Suggested items to capture in log files











Login and Logout of electronic systems
Entry and Exit logs for physical buildings
Failed Logins
All system transaction records to include recording who, what, when, where and
how employees access any PHI/PII on systems
Cloud based offsite services used by the enterprise
Sensors and Security Devices, Firewalls, IDS, etc.
Email (should also capture binary attachments so you can review at any time)
DHCP IP lease information
DNS Query Information (Useful for finding Malware activity)
Remote Access and VPN logs

For each of these items it is recommended that you collect very formatted and specific
information that contains the username, time, date, action, object accessed, disposition

11 The Jigsaw Analytic Platform is a key component in how we provide log file review to our customers
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of object and that binary items are backed up and logged so that they can be reviewed
even if content is deleted by an end user(s).
The reason for archiving all data (snapshots) is so that you can go back to any date and
see the structure and content of the file system or data being accessed.
Background Checks
We have to conduct background checks even when dealing with unclassified
information. Even proprietary information and processes need to be protected.
Background checks are used to determine the trustworthiness of employees historically
and to ensure employers can adjust their risk exposure throughout the employment
period of the employee.
It should be noted that there are various laws (California being an example) that make it
illegal to not hire an individual based on past convictions. In working on Federal, State
and Local compliance it is a good idea to understand that employers still have the final
say in hiring an individual. We recommend that you not use items in your risk profile of
employees that go against local laws.
A risk profile of an employee can include notes on past activity. For instance, in certain
job functions such as those handling money, having a past conviction for fraudulent
activity or theft may still be a valid reason for not allowing an individual to work in a
specific job role without breaking state or federal law. Remember it’s up to the company
to manage corporate risk but within compliance and legal rules.
California has a Ban the Box law which make it illegal for private and public employers
with five or more employees to ask about criminal history until the later stages of the
application process. The law was put in place to encourage employers to assess each
applicant’s fitness for the position in whole. This may not be a completely bad situation
for employers in that as we said earlier that it is very important for employers to get to
know their employees and their history. People often make mistakes when they are
young and go on to live crime free and productive lives. If convictions are old and the
employee acknowledges the activity and doesn’t try to hide material facts in the
application process, largely these items should be forgiven by employers.
We believe that risk profiles should include information on these past convictions but
that should not be used in firing, hiring or promotion of the employee. Again, a whole
person concept is always the best approach as people make mistakes and nobody is
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perfect. Just make sure that when evaluating these issues that you do not break state or
federal law in your processes.
Ensure that you are working with the FCRA (Fair Credit Reporting Act) and not to
disqualify someone based on information in their credit reports. Even the Federal
Government follows rules on 7- and 10-year diminished value of convictions and
negative information. Typically, as people get older they are less likely to be involved in
criminal activity.
Also remember that employees are typically authorized to request copies of any
background information used in the decision to hire or not hire an applicant if they so
request this information. It’s a good idea to make these records a part of the employee’s
files. Just ensure you are using the information observed or obtained in a legally
responsible manner.
Individual risk scoring of a (potential) employee should include scales based on the time
since the activity occurred, gravity of the activity, age at the time of the activity as well
as surrounding facts. When in doubt about something ask the employee because
sometimes records are inaccurate or similar names may flag an employee based on the
actions of others (especially with common names). Employers should give the most
emphasis to the employee’s honesty and application completeness as opposed to the
information on the application. If an applicant lies on their application or they are not
truthful, this is a red flag for how the employee may behave should you hire said
employee.
Ensure that you are following anti-discrimination rules and laws in your state.
Safety of Staff and Facilities
It is of the upmost importance to ensure that you provide a safe working environment for
your employees. You should have security in place as well as awareness for items such
as workplace violence, active shooter and similar areas of concern when it comes to the
security of your workplace. In addition, the security of your data and facilities should be
incorporated in this section of your application of your annual training.
Ensuring safety of your staff and proprietary processes should be your organizational top
priority. Over the last several years we have seen a shift in security budgets away from
physical security and data security to cyber security. While there is a great need for
cyber security protections, we believe that the reason the spend in the cyber category is
increasing and other categories are decreasing is due to a lack of adequate protection in
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the cyber security space. Safety of your facilities is definitely more important than your
network protection because if someone can gain physical access to your servers, it’s
game over. Proper cyber security protection involved 5 categories of protection and
capabilities.
Data Protection
The 5 Cyber Security Necessities of Data Protection – Answering the CISO’s
Questions before, during or after a security incident








Ability to review activity for up to 7 years (capture and long-term log and access
storage)
Forensics look back capability with an ability to perform network and computer
forensics on historical activity – Without this capability you cannot adequately
answer the question of an impact of a breach. Many cases are available that
demonstrate that the scope of a breach was not known and was only uncovered
months or years after the incident had occurred
Proactive deception and denial of the threat actor to your real resources – When
an attacker is successful they should be denied access to resources and redirected
to a deception network that emulates real systems but is in fact a desperate stand
up of identical systems with false data. False data should be seeded with
keywords that can be used to intelligently monitor leaks to find data stolen from
your deception network (aids in identification of the threat actor)
Ability to control all ingress/egress access points effectively in near real time
Centralized management and configuration of all security devices which then
provides a single point of truth for controlling and answering questions about your
security posture – This is a big area lacking in the industry. Jigsaw provides a
single management interface that answers all the questions in the cyber space,
who, what, when, where and how did someone try and breach you and were they
successful and can you validate that fact?

So, the security of staff and employees should be your top priority and cyber should not
be taking up large amounts of your IT security budget. IT Security should be handled in
a manner as to completely be able to answer questions from your CISO when
vulnerabilities, attacks, breach attempts or other security events take place. Having a
manageable interface that can quickly and accurate answer questions about the security
event is key. Many companies and organizations have many systems and no single
system that can answer these questions. That’s where Security IT budgets should be
spent to streamline the security process.
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If you can’t answer your CISO’s questions, you have failed to adequately protect your
data and IT assets.
These IT assets to include an inventory of your devices, version numbers of all deployed
software, network connectivity and configuration information, security device logs and
configuration changes as well as a single pane of glass to answer security questions
without having to jump into various security “consoles” to make a best guess on the
impact of a security incident.
Manufacturing Process Protection
When manufacturing items for your industry you must have a valid security program in
place to protect your manufacturing process. Many companies view the manufacturing
process as a separate and distinct area of their business. Security is NOT a separate
function of HR, Manufacturing or other area of your business. If HR records or
proprietary secrets are lost due to a security breach, you have already lost the battle.
In manufacturing you should employ the minimum need to know principal common in
Government clearance processes. Employees should only be trained on the minimum
items in the manufacturing process needed to complete the manufacturing process
successfully. No single employee except management teams should be aware of the
entire process. In addition, a vetting process for suppliers need to be in place to ensure
quality, compliance with specifications and the security of materials needed to
manufacture your devices and appliances/products.
Supply chain security issues have come to light with an increased dependence on
Chinese manufactured components (both electronic and other) in which legitimate
components are swapped out by Chinese suppliers with counterfeit goods12 that appear
to perform the same as real components but in which backdoor’s exist that allow
Chinese threat actors to steal proprietary and corporate intellectual secrets. This very
targeted attack methods answer the question of why China is such a powerhouse in the
industrial and manufacturing space. Since China steals most of their secrets, they skip
most research and development by having spies and supply chain attacks capture some
of the most sensitive manufacturing secrets out there today. Cutting out the most
expensive part of the process in manufacturing allows China to flood the marketplace
with inferior, sometimes dangerous and cheaper versions of products since they have
12 China Steals US Crown Jewels - https://www.politico.eu/article/china-investment-uber-apple-us-tech-how-chinaacquires-the-crown-jewels/
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virtually no R&D investment and just steal their ideas from other companies violating
international copyright law without any regard for trade rules. Every time a US retailer
sells a Chinese manufactured item, that money then is utilized to purchase US assets
using ill-gotten income farther increasing the problem of trade imbalance and diversion
of real US assets purchased with profits gotten through questionable marketing and
manufacturing processes.
While Chinese purchased goods and services are attractive because everybody likes to
save money. The impact of purchasing and large trade imbalances farther aggravates the
real loss of US real estate, assets and companies to purchase by Chinese and other
nationalities firms that slowly erode US manufacturing and produced products farther
into extinction. While not at war with China13, there is a great battle that has been
ongoing for 30 years in which it could be argued that the US is losing. Whenever
possible companies are advised to manufacture and protect their own IT and electronics
to eliminate this serious supply chain issue.
Contractor Considerations
As you can see we have covered the safety of employees as well as manufacturing of
goods, physical security and protection of trade secrets. Another area of concern that
should be highly monitored is contracted resources. It should be of central importance to
ensure that your internal processes and procedures are also extended to any contractors
that you bring on board any project or program.
All corporate policies and procedures should also apply to all contractors and in addition
it is recommended that background reports be processed on all contractor employees to
be able to judge the risk to your organization. Insurance requirements should also be a
consideration and additional named insured should be processed with your corporation
or Government agency being named additional insured. This ensures that in the event of
a serious contractual or damages caused by a contract should occur that you can recover
the cost of dealing with the contract, security or other damaging issue.

13 China Technology Transfer - https://admin.govexec.com/media/diux_chinatechnologytransferstudy_jan_2018_(1).pdf
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Phase 2 – Requirement Collection
It should be noted that phase 2 is primarily dealing with intelligence collection. To begin
any intelligence program, you must ensure that you have the requirements of the
program clearly defined. To perform intelligence collection, dissemination and/or
processing we must understand the goals and questions to be answered in doing so and
how the information collected and processed will be used by analyst or those in
positions to take action should intelligence warrant such activity.
In order to collect intelligence and make it useful we have to identify our data sources.
The sources of information that add value to your decision-making process. For
instance, if protecting networks against attackers, you have to collect information on the
attackers that can answer questions such as who is attacking, what are they attacking and
why are they attacking? In building out an intelligence library you have to understand
that the intelligence derived from your own network is high value data while data
provided by others should only be used as reference or enrichment data. See below:
Intelligence Data Point

Type

Trust and Confidence

Internal and External Logs

Internal Data

High and Valuable

Audit Logs Internal and External Internal Data

High and Valuable

Threat Intelligence Self Derived Internal Data

Highly Valued as it shows what
is happening to you in near real
time

Threat Intelligence from Third
Party, ISAC or other Agency

External Data

Should be used only as reference

Alerts & Bulletins

External Data

Medium Viability but really
depends on source and threat,
should be used only for reference
and research

Application Logs

Internal Data

High Value, shows what activity
is happening in your internal
application environments

Login Activity Logs

Internal (also may be external for High Value, shows what logins
cloud instances)
are occurring and can be used to
determine brute force or
suspicious login activity

Firewall Logs

Internal or External
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value data source
IDS/IPS

Internal or External

Again, high value validation

As you can see in our example chart you have to define the level of value and trust based
on the source of information. You should identify all of the sources of data you would
use to answer the list of questions you have concerning the reason for collecting the
intelligence in the first place. Another key point is regulatory information on how long
you will store data in your intelligence collection platform. Jigsaw Security never
deletes any intelligence data in our platforms as analyst will use the system to conduct
investigations when an event has occurred.
There may be regulatory (Department of Energy, State of New York Cyber Security
Law, DoD or Intelligence Community requirements) considerations in how long you
maintain your log data. We recommend at minimum of 7 years for all instances.
Intelligence systems should to the following from a data standpoint to ensure you can
use these systems to answer your intelligence-based questions:
Minimum Intelligence Collection Goals


Should normalize data on ingest – This makes it easier to use the data later



Should organize data by source – Having multiple data sets is valuable because
you can exclude or include individual sources of data as needed in analytic
processing



Should be able to recall years’ worth of data in under 1 minute’s time during a
search at all times, if you can’t recall data the systems usefulness will suffer and
analyst will find other ways or systems to answer their questions



Should be able to export data in both original form and the normalized data
formats (this allows use in other systems, Excel or big data
platforms/applications)



Should be able to visualize data



Should be able to fully audit any information requested through the intelligence
platform (to ensure audit trail)



Should be able to ingest full text documents with document attribute parsing
(should handle PDF documents, HTML, RSS and Word Documents). Adds value
by ingesting full text reports and making them searchable
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Should receive data at real-time as possible with existing technologies, as new
things are happening they should update I the platform, so it can be used during
an outbreak or incident to track activity in near real time



Any other requirements required to answer your most asked questions. The reason
you have the system is to help you make real world decisions based on what you
know and what is happening in YOUR environment. In addition, the system
should be able to allow you to make estimates on your risk exposure concerning
your systems, networks, people, partners, contractors, middle-ware and other
system activity, wireless, human elements, etc.

A web panel showing current activity as it occurs in a network environment. Critical
items are called out in graphic representation, so they can be dealt with as they occur.
Now that we know the questions we are answering, and the data sources needed to be
collected we can then work on other intelligence items to make our intelligence program
more useful.
Intelligence Collection
How that we know what questions we want to answer, and the data sources needed to
make informed decisions, we have to determine how we will get and process the data
needed in our intelligence program. In all reality you ingest method will depend on the
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system in which you are storing your intelligence data. Below are a few platform
suggestions for intelligence collection and storage, note that all of the suggestions are
big data platforms, this is due to the fact that you may end up with trillions of items of
intelligence (or even more) very quickly.
Suggestions on Intelligence Storage Platforms
Storage
Platform

Benefits

Shortcomings

Notes

Hadoop

Fully distributed and fault tolerant,
some Hadoop instances can allow
SMB drive mapping, fast, can
process massive amounts of data and
can interface with other systems
(Elasticsearch, SOLR, Lucene and
ODBC).

Some analytic options
(MapReduce) are very time
consuming, learning curve for
management and maintenance.
Is slowly being replaced in the
intelligence space with Lucene
based products.
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Can emulate databases so can work
with analytic software that supports
ODBC connections.

Depending on flavor of Hadoop
chosen, vendor limitations may
limit the usefulness of the
cluster.

Can scale nearly indefinitely – easily
add capacity without taking down
the system.
Will run on commodity inexpensive
hardware.
Elasticsearch

Very fast search results – Can search Must be tuned properly, in short
trillions of records in mere seconds it requires memory, fast storage
(depending on node and memory).
and as many cores as you can
spare to give you the
Lots of vendor support and third
performance you expect.
party plugins so many types of data
can be ingested with Logstash.
In short the hardware may be
more costly but it will pay off in
Fully fault tolerant and redundant.
the long run.
Can scale nearly indefinitely – easily
add capacity without taking down
the system.

SOLR

Virtually the same benefits as

All command line

15

14 Would recommend going with a well-known vendor and not using Apache Hadoop unless you have a team that can
maintain the system.
15 No really good graphical administration and management systems exist for SOLR
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Database

Elasticsearch.

administration so it’s harder to
maintain for the novice
computer or IT user.

Can be accessed with the largest
number of clients, supports SQL
queries.

Will not scale to the same level
as big data solutions. After 100
million records the system will
start to gradually slow.
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The clear winners are Hadoop and Elasticsearch based on our real-world intelligence
experience. Once product we did not mention but is also highly successful in the
intelligence space is Accumulo17 (previously called Cloudbase by the NSA) which
includes record level access controls. Depending on your level of security, this may be
the best option available as it incorporates all the benefits of the other products but is
also harder to manage than Hadoop or Elasticsearch.
It should be noted that there may be other NoSQL solutions out there and ultimately the
choice in what system you use should be based on the size and complexity of the data
trying to be stored as well as the level of support you can provide once the system is put
into production.
The ingest method and requirement for normalization of data should be a key factor in
your solution as well as how the system will be used in your intelligence operations.
Ultimately if the system meets the requirements that allow you to answer your businesscritical decisions, then that is an acceptable method of collecting and storing intelligence
information. Security should be a priority in the decision as well as the ability to recall
your analyst activity and to determine the lag in ingest as well as to whether you can
effectively monitor the ingest process to determine if there are any issues quickly and
easily.
Analysis Requirements – Data Fusion18
The following requirements are highly valuable to analyst looking at intelligence and
cyber security indicators, threat actor information, network activity and user logins and
similar data.
Analyst should be able to merge data sources or do unified search across multiple
sources of data to find like data. For instance, if logs contain an IP address and if threat
16 We would not recommend databases for intelligence collection, unless you split the data over many smaller instances
17 https://www.wired.com/2012/07/nsa-accumulo-google-bigtable/ - NSA Mimics Google, Pisses Off Senate
18 https://www.hindawi.com/journals/tswj/2013/704504/ - A scholarly article on Data Fusion Techniques (reference)
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feeds contain the same IP address, analyst should be able to correlate these two facts (as
an example). Data fusion is when you can integrate multiple data sources to produce
more consistent, accurate, and useful information than that provided by any individual
data source. Data fusion processes are often categorized as low, intermediate, or high
depending on the processing stage at which fusion takes place. We highly recommend
that when normalizing data that you maintain the original data source, extend the data
schema to capture the data fields required (and standard) across your platform ingest and
ensure that you can filter by individual attribute.
A good example of this is that one threat vendor may call an IOC a URL or and IP
address. You should standardize on IOC as the name but also add an attribute to indicate
what the IOC is such as URL or IP as attribute type as an example. Doing fusion in this
manner allow you to ask your system for a list of IP’s or a list of URL’s associated with
a particular threat actor or a campaign or intelligence activity.
Below is an example of how IOC information was normalized showing the concept

above.
As you can see in the above example there are both MD5 hashes as well as URL’s in the
IOC field. Even though they are different types of indicators, they are further defined in
the indicator category (“Network activity” and “Payload delivery”) as examples.
These indicators are showing that even with a single campaign or incident that it will
have multiple types of attributes.
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In addition to data fusion we must have unified search. Unified search allows Boolean
search over many types (or in the case of intelligence) all types of data. Unified search
allows you to pull up all information on a category or a list of categories so that this
information can be viewed in a single response (the results).
Unified search is useful when you want to see what activity an IP address has had over
it’s lifespan or the same information on a threat actor. Incorporating this with a timeline
will show when activity concerning the threat actor was observed by the intelligence
system. This will give a level of activity and will also show you the methods and tactics
being employed.
Unified search should search ALL data and should allow you to easily see what is
occurring with the data sources being reviewed. Unified search should be fast and
should complete quickly allowing analyst to make informed decisions. Below is an
example of a search for an indicator and the various databases that contain information
matching the searched information.

In this example you can see that there are 3 different sources that match the search to
include “enrichment-jigsaw”, “jigsaw-misp” and “jigsaw-osintfeeds”. In addition, the
original message is kept intact in the message field even though the IOC data has been
parsed into the IOC field.
In addition to the normalization of the data, we see that this information also is present
in a DHS full text PDF document (not shown) in our platform. This is the definition of
fusion in that regardless of what format information is ingested, that it can be recalled
when any attribute of that data is searched.
Analyst Auditing – Logging of Analyst Actions
It is imperative that analyst history of searches and actions in the intelligence platform
are also retained. Due to the possible sensitivity of intelligence information you must
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have a full auditing method in place to determine the individual actions of each person
utilizing the intelligence platform. In the Jigsaw Analytic Platform, we do this by proxy
routing all request and capturing the proxy logs to show the data that was accessed and
the response of the proxy server. Once a user logs into the proxy, all activity is then
logged, and the queries can be recorded in the logs for recall.
This is extremely important when dealing with national security intelligence data
sources because of “need to know” rules. Basically, if you have no need to know the
information in a system, you are not authorized to just access that system or data source
without authorization or approval. You should employ similar rules in your intelligence
program but ensure you are not hampering your analyst ability to do their core job
functions.
At a minimum we believe you should capture the analyst name, date and time as well as
what is being accessed, the result of that access (because the analyst may be denied
access to a resource by policy or some other access control) as well as the ability to filter
these results based on time and date to determine what happened at a certain date and
time.
Dissemination
It should be noted that when you have valuable information, there needs to be a process
and procedure in place that either restricts or governs the release of this valuable
information to other third parties that may or may not be authorized to be provided with
your valued information.
A dissemination plan may be required even between agencies or systems that will
communicate in the intelligence space. It should also be noted that dissemination can be
through system dissemination to another system, analyst to analyst dissemination or
response to a request for information (RFI) from a third-party source.
A clear record of all dissemination should be maintained when information is shared,
transferred or made available either directly or indirectly.
Intelligence Application Plan
An intelligence application plan should be formalized to determine the authorized uses
of intelligence collected. In some cases, even with OSINT data you may collect
identifiable information on individuals. We know this will happen when your
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researching threat actors, so you have to have a plan on how you apply the intelligence
collected, processed or stored.
In short there are laws about personally identifiable information and various state, local
and regional laws as well as Federal regulations that govern how information can be
used once it is collected or stored. In some cases, it may even make certain types of
information out of bounds for your intelligence programs.
A good example of this would be consumer credit reports. You must have very specific
need to access this information so knowing how you will apply information ingested
into your intelligence system is critical.
In addition to HOW the information will be applied, you also have to have methods for
removing sensitive data should it be deemed necessary which is not always
straightforward in NoSQL systems. In some cases, all records have to be deleted and
then all of the data except the offending data would be ingested minus the data deemed
not acceptable for storage.
Have a clear application plan of intelligence gathered will ensure that you are following
the rules of engagement or laws concerning the collection of sensitive data.
Intelligence Evaluation and Feedback
In order to determine if your intelligence program is operating as intended you must
evaluate the effectiveness of the program after it has been implemented. Recovering the
cost of collecting, analyzing and processing intelligence data must be less than the data
or situation in which the intelligence is applied. Meaning you would not spend a million
dollars to protect a hundred-thousand-dollar data set. Budget is always a fight regardless
of whether you are working in the DoD, Government or private sector.
Continually evaluating your intelligence operations should include known benefits from
the program. If for instance you are protecting a million-dollar database but the liability
of the losing the data would cost you twenty million in fines and regulatory activity, then
you should have a budget to accurately reflect the risk in not monitoring the data being
protected with the intelligence information.
If you can show that you have averted a hack as an example, that justification should be
weighted accordingly to show the value in the intelligence program. Oftentimes
management will not understand the savings provided by self-generated intelligence and
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therefore will want to cut the intelligence budget, but it should be justifiably easy to
show that your program is effective and needed.
You should keep track of incidents, how they came about, the potential loss and the
savings of each action taken by the intelligence team. This will provide adequate
documentation when fighting for much needed budgets when that time comes. A
possible thought would be to perform quarterly meetings where you brief upper
management on the value they are receiving from the intelligence platform, analyst and
operations associated with intelligence. It only takes saving one major incident to show
that the program is justified, and that money was well spent.
Written intelligence reports should outline success and failure of the program and you
should adjust to ensure you are more successful over time and can justify the need for
such a program. Saving a single hacker intrusion would justify the need for having this
team and activities in place.
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Phase 3 – Physical Controls
As with any security program it is critical that physical security be a part of the overall
plan. Here are a few examples we will cover:


Access control systems



System control systems (IT)



Security of Buildings and Employee work locations



Camera’s and monitoring technologies



Surveillance



Access Controls



Physical Guard Protection

As you can see there are several items when providing physical security that are
important to your business. These systems and personnel ensure that employees are
where they say they are, are doing what they are being paid to do and are safe while
doing their jobs.
Access Control Systems
Access control systems allow or deny movement within a business environment,
building or property. Access control system and system control systems (IT) ensure that
only the proper personnel can access a business most critical assets and that records of
access are maintained.
Access control can be thought of as being able to determine where an employee is at a certain time.
Below is an example of ways that location can be cross referenced based on activity.


User logs into VPN – Indicates the user is outside the organization accessing internal
information



User logs onto a computer system at an office location – Indicates that the user is in the
company’s facility



User accesses email from their cell phone – The IP address of the cell phone connection
indicates the mobile location of the user
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These examples allow you to determine instances where an employee may be in an office and
something abnormal happens such as a valid VPN login while the employee is in a physical office. This
could potentially be a problem as the user would have no need to login remotely while physically
located in an office.
Some of the recommendations for providing access include the use of 2 factor authentication systems.
This ensures that the users’ credentials cannot be easily stolen. We recommend implementing 2 factor
authentications with tokens or certificates because those certificates can be revoked if there is an
account problem preventing hackers from gaining access to your corporate or Government resources.

System control systems (IT)
System control systems in IT settings provide protection and monitoring to detect
situations in which credentials, accounts or access to data has occurred. IT system
controls should only allow access to which a person has a legitimate job need or data in
which they are required to review based on job role.
All too often after breaches have occurred we note that in many cases the persons
account used to conduct the attack should have never had access to the data that was
stolen in the first place. The theory is to only provide access at the minimum required
levels to carry out job function and to restrict the most sensitive data to as few people as
possible to limit potential impact should a breach occur.
Security of Buildings and Employee Work Locations
It is critical that businesses and Government protect their employees. Employees should
be trained on what to do in the event of several natural or man-made disasters. Below
are a few of the areas in which plans should be formalized and in which training should
be conducted frequently to reinforce the topics provided through training.


Fire and Exiting the Building in the event of a disaster



Sheltering in Place (Active Shooter)



Run, Hide, Fight (Active Shooter)



Nuclear, Biological and Chemical considerations and protection



Bomb Threats and Incident Handling



Weather Dangers and Evacuation Procedures



Protection of IT systems during disasters
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Physical protection of employees

It should be noted that locations should be secured with guards and/or access control
systems that only allow employees access that are authorized to be in the location can
enter the premises. The goal is to prevent a situation in which persons may enter the
establishment and cause harm to employees. The number one goal is to keep your
employees safe and deny access to those that may want to harm your employees.
Camera’s and Monitoring Technologies
It is imperative that you can recall entry and exit and any events that may occur in the
workplace. Anytime there are sensitive systems, document storage, employee open work
areas, IT and computer system control rooms, server rooms, etc. These locations should
be monitored with camera’s and other technologies. In addition to access control
systems, we recommend installing and utilizing DVR technology that can record at a
minimum 30 days historical video.
In the event of an incident or threat, reviewing cameras can capture critical information
that may allow you to effectively prosecute the employee, threat actor or third party that
is a threat to your organization.
During investigations all camera data should be preserved as evidence just like any other
digital evidence.
Surveillance
It should be noted that most corporate security offices we have observed have no team
dedicated to surveillance. The only time surveillance is seen used is by legal authorities
during criminal investigations. It should be noted that in order to monitor employees you
must have them sign releases authorizing the monitoring during employment. It is
recommended that you put a statement in your acceptance letter to the employee
indicating that the employer may monitor by video or audio at any time. This
authorization eliminates the employee’s ability to challenge you should a legal issue end
up in the court system.
In some states you may not record audio unless you are party to the conversation or have
specific authorization from each employee. In 2 party consent states you should obtain
the assistance of an attorney to ensure that your release and authorization for monitoring
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covers all areas to be able to stand up to legal court challenges in the event of a lawsuit
or criminal action against an employee.
There should also be clear and concise policies concerning the use of surveillance in the
work place to outline the intention of having these systems in place, how the information
can be used and that the employee waives their right to privacy in exchange for
compensation.
There are also other reasons why surveillance is critical in protecting against insider
threats. For instance, all sensitive and internal documents should be marked as such and
any attempts to send those documents outside your organizational control should be
flagged and reviewed. Having additional video evidence to show what occurred would
also be very helpful to the investigation of insider threat activity.

Phase 4 – System Controls & Access
Anytime a computer system is networked there is a chance that information can be
sniffed, recorded electronically or otherwise security measures compromised with illegal
access occurring and/or intellectual property theft. It is always recommended that
systems capable of recording what activity has occurred on networks.
Items that should be monitored are all access to systems. One of the easiest ways to
collect and centrally store this information is by using a big data enabled platform such
as the Jigsaw Analytic Platform (see below). Being able to review logs and access
information is critical to being able to conduct a complete and full audit of your
environments and to help identify insider threat activity.
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Looking at the log viewer in the Jigsaw Analytic Platform. Due to the ability to add
storage and capacity in big data systems such as the Jigsaw platform, it is now possible
to store and recall years’ worth of logs, packet or other data ingested.
Capturing information in these systems allows quicker response during incidents. Below
are some suggestions for information that should be captured as well as some
recommendations for retention of the information. In addition, it should be noted that
some regulatory bodies require long term storage sometimes up to 10 years for certain
types of data especially in the Government and healthcare arena’s.
Recommendations for retention of system control and access logs
This is a recommendation. You should review your specific requirements in your
industry to ensure compliance with applicable Federal, State and local laws concerning
data governance.
Type of Logs

Recommended Retention

Notes and Details

System Logs

7 Years

May require 10 years of history in
highly regulated industries such as
financial and Government environments

Record Level Access Logs

5 Years

This allows you to determine the extent
and scope should you have theft of data
or similar incidents where you need to
determine the scope of an intrusion

Packet and Network Logging

1 Year

It should be noted that full packet
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captures are very large from a storage
perspective. You should store as much
data as you can in a first in first out
arrangement. 1 year minimum is
required as you can use this data to
confirm or deny specific network based
activity
PII/PHI Based Systems

7 Years

May also be governed by GDRP and
other privacy laws.

These are some basic recommendations, but it should be noted that in addition to these
retention policies that you must also ensure you have written policies to cover your
particular policies and that they should be updated annually at a minimum.
Forensics Investigations
In any forensics investigation you must be able to do several things to include
identification of the workstation involved, safe and full collection of electronic evidence,
network and log correlation, and other forensics task such as carving out information of
interest for bookmarking in the forensics investigation.
There are many commercial and free tools available to conduct forensics investigations.
The basic capabilities needed to preserve evidence and generate a report based on
forensics data must be available at a minimum.
A written forensics plan to include forms such as chain of custody, scope of
investigation and other information concerning the case should be available. The
investigator must have a forensically sound storage, workstation and documented
procedures to include the procedures and methods for acquiring the devices to be
analyzed.
At a minimum the following recommendations should be verified in regard to the
company’s ability to conduct their own forensics investigations.


Employees should have one or more forensics investigation certifications



Employees should be licensed if required in the states the corporation operates
and be familiar with the laws in each locale



Forensics acquisition location should be secured from access to all other
employees
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Should have only one door for entrance into the secured facility and entry and exit
must be documented and monitored by access card, logs and video



Must not have any windows or openings in the walls or ceilings



It must have an intrusion alarm system in place



Entrance must have a bio-metric device to handle access to the lab



Every computer used in the lab must have an Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS)



Adequate lighting and Anti-Static mats and wrist straps must be available

Minimum equipment should consist of the following:


Forensic Tower – High Speed Forensics Workstations



Forensics Toolkit – Should have all required tools and they should be audited
frequently



Hard Disk Duplicators and/or Write Block Devices – Must be approved models



Mobile Device Acquisition Devices and Chargers



Faraday Cage/Bags



Password Recovery Tools



Data Recovery Hardware



Secure Wiping Utilities



Spare Computer Parts, Cables and components

In many cases this part of the investigation is outsourced. Jigsaw Security for instance
provides forensics review services for some of the largest corporations in the US. As
such our lab has all of the included attributes as well as independent auditing annually.
If you need assistance in building out your forensics lab we can provide additional
recommendations and assist you in acquiring the proper equipment and certifications.
Incident Handling
One of the most important capabilities of any security team is to have a unique and
separate incident handling trouble ticketing and tracking system to track cases. This
system should be backed up weekly and should be secured from access in the lab. The
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lab should NOT be connected to the corporate network and separate workstations should
be used in the lab for corporate use and forensics use.
The system should be able to store documents and information, report and activity logs
of all action taken on a forensics case.
The following recommendations are made for separation and use of an incident response
system:


System should be on a closed network (not connected to the corporate network)



It should have workstations that are also on the closed networks for access by
authorized parties



Authorized parties should have PKI certificates to access the system (to validate
identity and that nothing has been changed or modified in the system without
authorization)



Forensics workstations should be stand alone and not connected to either the
incident response systems or the corporate network



Network cables for each network should be a different color and should be labeled
appropriately

Phase 5 – Counter Operations
In this section we talk about countering attacks and methods that should be used to
maintain the security within your organization. Some of the information in this section is
highly technical and as such would require hiring very technical personnel. As such if
you have any questions or need clarification please feel free to contact Jigsaw Security
directly. Many of our customer outsource the TSCM, Forensics and Pen Testing
activities but your mileage may vary and you may determine that some of these
functions can be performed in house.
Threat Hunting
One of the most active ongoing activities in corporate environments is threat hunting
activities. Threat Hunting is the process by which corporations can monitor their systems
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and servers for abnormal activity that may indicate hacking or malware introduced into
their network environment.
Targeted, unknown and emerging threats are typically not known by threat intelligence
providers and may be single use malware used to attack a single party. These very
specific pieces of spyware are not usually detected by anti-virus but can sometimes be
identified by the activity they perform on the internal network and the logs generated by
this malware code. Threat Hunting is the process by which you identify previously
unknown malware that was written to specifically target your networked systems.
In short threat hunting is the act of having people review things to find things of interest
before they are known to automated alerting systems and sensors.
Minimum Required Threat Hunting Checklist


Ability to monitor processes started on end user workstations



Ability to identify who started the process



Review of registry and system configuration changes



Capture and comparing binary files against observed activities



Review of network activity carried out by binary files



Ability to find fragments of attacks that have been left behind by threat actors

Threat hunting is the identification of previously or ongoing malicious activity that could cause loss of
data, data theft or destruction to systems within your network.

Penetration Testing
In order to ensure that attackers cannot use exploits of vulnerabilities to take over your IT systems, you
should conduct penetration testing on your own systems in a systematic and thorough manner. As new
threats are reported or known, penetration test teams are tasked with testing to see if your systems are
adequately patched to protect the data stored on those systems.
Penetration testing also should test the human element to see if end users fall for social attacks, social
engineering or other common methods employed by hackers and those wishing to do your corporation
harm.
At a minimum penetration testing should allow you to track actual risk within your environment to
determine if your systems can be exploited. It is desired that internal staff exploit holes, so they can be
fixed prior to attackers finding them. These teams should conduct these evaluations on an ongoing
basis and not just when new vulnerabilities have occurred.
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Red Teaming
The activities conducted during penetration testing are drastically different that red teaming. Red
Teaming is actually the act of testing your security monitoring and security operations team’s ability to
detect activity inside the network. Red Teaming validates that the sensors, human elements that monitor
the network, firewall rules and SIEM based systems, big data platforms and logging systems are
capturing the activity needed to catch a hacker that has obtained access to your network(s).
In short penetration testing test your patching and system security while red teaming tests your people
to ensure they can be effective with the tools and equipment, monitoring and security apparatus
deployed on your network.
At a minimum Red Teaming should include some of the following elements:


Attempts at maintaining a foothold in a network after penetration has been successful



Being noisy and timing the response of employees in detecting and reporting the activity



Ensuring critical systems are being monitored by attempting things such as failed logins on
those systems



Ensuring systems used to monitor are capturing the required information to show that a problem
has occurred

In addition, an after action review should be conducted to ensure proper configuration of security
devices and proper training of the teams responsible for monitoring for issues.

TSCM – Technical Surveillance Countermeasures
This topic is one that has caused our corporate clients to re-evaluate their security stance. 97% of
companies we have audited have no capability to protect against these types of attacks. In fact, only a
few even had a budget for TSCM related work.
Jigsaw Security has been providing training in the TSCM space for well over 10 years. Our TSCM staff
are certified by the State of North Carolina Private Protective Services Board since we are based in
North Carolina which requires licensing for this profession. 49 other states do not require any type of
certification, but you will want to make sure the person(s) hired to carry out your TSCM plan are
certified either by the US State Department, Department of Defense or have attended a reputable school
such as the Jigsaw Security PPSB authorized licensing course.
In short TSCM is that act of locating and disabling devices placed in your environment that are capable
of spying on you or your employees. Many corporate teams do not do this type of monitoring at their
facilities or when traveling. Each year the cost of TSCM based attacks cost US corporations over $17
billion in intellectual property theft annually and that estimate is probably low.
Each company certified to the Jigsaw Threat Mitigation Model should have an established TSCM team,
plan and should actively conduct reviews. In 80% of our sweeps we find devices or spy devices that
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were not known about prior to our sweep. What this means is that in 4 out of 5 clients we search, we
find that they were targeted in some manner.
This document is not based to provide the specifics to TSCM. TSCM training will take at a minimum 1
to 2 years to get somebody trained to effectively stop these very advanced nation state and competitive
technical attacks.
To obtain training in TSCM please contact us directly. We provide several weeks and 2 week training
courses annually.

OPSEC
Operation security plans are critical to protect corporate trade secrets and executives when traveling.
Operational security plans should cover the following areas:


Travel and Hotel Sweeps



Secure Storage of Electronics while traveling



Travel threat briefings and training



Methods of protecting disclosure of movements and activities

In order to come up with operational security protection, you must identify items that are critical to
your organization. Any item that would disrupt your ability to function is critical. These critical items
should be protected with operational security plans to protect the disclosure of this information or data,
processes or capabilities of your company.
The 5 items included in OPSEC plans are as follows:


Identification of Critical information and assets



Analysis of the threat and impact should your adversaries gain access to the critical information
or asset(s)



Analysis of any known or new vulnerabilities – this means continual monitoring of critical
assets (DHS CDM comes to mind here)



Assessment of Risk – Understanding the risk and what needs to be done to protect critical
information (think encryption, modification of methods of shipping, travel, etc.)



Application of appropriate security methods to protect against operational vulnerabilities

Executive Protection
Each corporation has to have executive to function. There are critical management personnel that carry
out the functions of the corporation. In order to protect the corporation, we must also protect our
executives from kidnapping, attacks, vulnerabilities, risk in travel and outside activities.
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Executive protection is directly related to the profile of the executive. In some organizations nobody
really knows who the executives are and therefore the risk of attacks on executives are lessened. The
need for executive protection has increased and is based upon the type of business conducted. Even
smaller companies may employ bodyguards, mobile protection during movement and other tactics to
ensure that their executives are safe and able to continue operating the company.
Each company must have a written plan for how executives are protected that must include the
following detail and items:


EP Team designation with roles to include (leader, support staff and team leads)



High threat protection – Armed protection and armored vehicles



Close protection – bodyguard and similar methods of personal protection

In many cases executives are reluctant to lose their freedoms and if conducted properly, EP does not
have to stop most activities an individual will carry out. Careful consideration to the risk involved with
activities should be conducted prior to making a go/no-go decision when it comes to protection of
executives.

Phase 6 – Audit and Documentation
In order to pass this audit each of the areas in Phase 1 through Phase 5 must be fully documented and a
plan must be in place with continual evaluation of the effectiveness. In each of these previous phases
included in this document should be outlined in corporate procedures and policies.
To fully pass this audit each area should include the following:


Corporate Plan – For each section



Evaluation – Self audit of each item with effectiveness documented for the previous 12 months



Normal Operating Procedures – Must have normal policies and procedures



Abnormal Operating Procedures – Should have plans in place for any non-standard operation
that may arise. Think DR plan here but it should include preparation so that the plan can be
executed in the event that any man made, or natural disaster occurs.
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Conclusion
It should be noted that this document is a living document and will be continually updated. The Jigsaw
Threat Mitigation Model is copyrighted by Jigsaw Security Enterprise Incorporated and is only
licensed to our existing customers as a courtesy.
To obtain verification that you are authorized to use this model please email your account
representative.
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